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7s start SH- 

SHACKED ACDEHKS SHACK, to live or dwell [v] 

SHACKLE ACEHKLS to confine with metal fastenings placed around wrists or ankles [v -D, -LING, -S] 

SHACKOS ACHKOSS SHACKO, shako (type of military hat) [n] 

SHADDUP ADDHPSU used to silence someone [interj] 

SHADERS ADEHRSS SHADER, one that shades (to screen from light or heat) [n] 

SHADFLY ADFHLSY winged insect [n -LIES] 

SHADIER ADEHIRS SHADY, shaded [adj] 

SHADILY ADHILSY in shady (shaded) manner [adv] 

SHADING ADGHINS protection against light or heat [n -S] / SHADE, to screen from light or heat [v] 

SHADOOF ADFHOOS device used in Egypt for raising water for irrigation [n -S] 

SHADOWS ADHOSSW SHADOW, to make dark or gloomy [v] 

SHADOWY ADHOSWY dark (having little or no light) [adj -WIER, -WIEST] 

SHADUFS ADFHSSU SHADUF, shadoof (device used in Egypt for raising water for irrigation) [n] 

SHAFTED ADEFHST SHAFT, to push or propel with pole [v] 

SHAGGED ADEGGHS SHAG, to make shaggy [v] 

SHAGGER AEGGHRS offensive word [n -S] 

SHAHADA AAADHHS Muslim profession of faith [n -S] 

SHAHDOM ADHHMOS territory ruled by shah [n -S] 

SHAHEED ADEEHHS shahid (Muslim martyr) [n -S] 

SHAHIDS ADHHISS SHAHID, Muslim martyr [n] 

SHAIKHS AHHIKSS SHAIKH, sheik (Arab chief) [n] 

SHAIRDS ADHIRSS SHAIRD, shard (fragment of broken pottery) [n] 

SHAIRNS AHINRSS SHAIRN, sharn (cow dung) [n] 

SHAITAN AAHINST evil spirit [n -S] 

SHAKERS AEHKRSS SHAKER, one that shakes (to move to and fro with short, rapid movements) [n] 

SHAKEUP AEHKPSU total reorganization [n -S] 

SHAKIER AEHIKRS SHAKY, shaking [adj] 

SHAKILY AHIKLSY in shaky (shaking) manner [adv] 

SHAKING AGHIKNS SHAKE, to move to and fro with short, rapid movements [v] 

SHAKOES AEHKOSS SHAKO, type of military hat [n] 

SHALIER AEHILRS SHALEY, shaly (resembling shale (fissile rock)) [adj] / SHALY [adj] 

SHALLOP AHLLOPS small, open boat [n -S] 

SHALLOT AHLLOST plant resembling onion [n -S] 

SHALLOW AHLLOSW having little depth [adj -ER, -EST] / to make shallow [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

SHALOMS AHLMOSS SHALOM, word used as Jewish greeting or farewell [n] 

SHALWAR AAHLRSW pair of loose trousers worn by some women of India [n -S] 

SHAMALS AAHLMSS SHAMAL, hot, dry wind [n] 

SHAMANS AAHMNSS SHAMAN, medicine man among certain Native Americans [n] 

SHAMBAS AABHMSS SHAMBA, farm in East Africa [n] 

SHAMBLE ABEHLMS to walk awkwardly [v -D, -LING, -S] 

SHAMING AGHIMNS SHAME, to cause to feel painful sense of guilt or degradation [v] 

SHAMMAS AAHMMSS shammes (minor official of synagogue) [n -IM] 

SHAMMED ADEHMMS SHAM, to feign (to pretend (to assume or display false appearance of)) [v] 

SHAMMER AEHMMRS one that shams (to feign (to pretend)) [n -S] 

SHAMMES AEHMMSS minor official of synagogue [n -MMOSIM] 
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SHAMMOS AHMMOSS shammes (minor official of synagogue) [n -IM] 

SHAMOIS AHIMOSS chamois (soft leather) [n SHAMOIS] 

SHAMOYS AHMOSSY SHAMOY, to chamois (to prepare leather like chamois) [v] 

SHAMPOO AHMOOPS to cleanse with special preparation [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

SHANKED ADEHKNS SHANK, to hit sharply to right, as golf ball [v] 

SHANTEY AEHNSTY chantey (sailor's song) [n -S] 

SHANTIH AHHINST shanti (peace) [n -S] 

SHANTIS AHINSST SHANTI, peace [n] 

SHAPELY AEHLPSY having pleasing shape [adj -LIER, -LIEST] 

SHAPERS AEHPRSS SHAPER, one that shapes (to give shape (outward form) to) [n] 

SHAPEUP AEHPPSU system of hiring work crew [n -S] 

SHAPING AGHINPS SHAPE, to give shape (outward form) to [v] 

SHARERS AEHRRSS SHARER, one that shares (to have, get, or use in common with another or others) [n] 

SHARIAH AAHHIRS sharia (Islamic law based on Koran) [n -S] 

SHARIAS AAHIRSS SHARIA, Islamic law based on Koran [n] 

SHARIAT AAHIRST sharia (Islamic law based on Koran) [n -S] 

SHARIFS AFHIRSS SHARIF, sherif (Arab ruler) [n] 

SHARING AGHINRS SHARE, to have, get, or use in common with another or others [v] 

SHARKED ADEHKRS SHARK, to live by trickery [v] 

SHARKER AEHKRRS one that sharks (to live by trickery) [n -S] 

SHARPED ADEHPRS SHARP, to raise in pitch, as musical tone [v] 

SHARPEN AEHNPRS to make sharp [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

SHARPER AEHPRRS SHARP, suitable for or capable of cutting or piercing [adj] / swindler (one that swindles (to take money or property from by fraudulent means)) [n -S] 

SHARPIE AEHIPRS very alert person [n -S] 

SHARPLY AHLPRSY in sharp (suitable for or capable of cutting or piercing) [adv] 

SHASLIK AHIKLSS shashlik (kabob (cubes of meat cooked on skewer)) [n -S] 

SHASTAS AAHSSST SHASTA, flowering plant [n] 

SHATTER AEHRSTT to break into pieces [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

SHAUGHS AGHHSSU SHAUGH, thicket (dense growth of shrubs or small trees) [n] 

SHAULED ADEHLSU SHAUL, to shoal (to become shallow) [v] 

SHAVERS AEHRSSV SHAVER, one that shaves (to sever hair close to roots) [n] 

SHAVIES AEHISSV SHAVIE, trick or prank [n] 

SHAVING AGHINSV something shaved off [n -S] / SHAVE, to sever hair close to roots [v] 

SHAWING AGHINSW SHAW, to show (to cause or permit to be seen) [v] 

SHAWLED ADEHLSW SHAWL, to wrap in shawl (piece of cloth worn as covering) [v] 

SHAYKHS AHHKSSY SHAYKH, sheik (Arab chief) [n] 

SHEAFED ADEEFHS SHEAF, to sheave (to gather into bundle) [v] 

SHEARED ADEEHRS SHEAR, to cut hair or wool from [v] 

SHEARER AEEHRRS one that shears (to cut hair or wool from) [n -S] 

SHEATHE AEEHHST to put into protective case [v -D, -HING, -S] 

SHEATHS AEHHSST SHEATH, to sheathe (to put into protective case) [v] 

SHEAVED ADEEHSV SHEAVE, to gather into bundle [v] 

SHEAVES AEEHSSV SHEAVE, to gather into bundle [v] 

SHEBANG ABEGHNS situation, organization, or matter [n -S] 

SHEBEAN ABEEHNS shebeen (place where liquor is sold illegally) [n -S] 

SHEBEEN BEEEHNS place where liquor is sold illegally [n -S] 
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SHEDDED DDDEEHS SHED, to house in shed (small, low structure) [v] 

SHEDDER DDEEHRS one that casts off something [n -S] 

SHEENED DEEEHNS SHEEN, to shine (to emit light) [v] 

SHEEPLE EEEHLPS people likened to sheep [n -S]  

SHEERED DEEEHRS SHEER, to swerve (to turn aside suddenly from straight course) [v] 

SHEERER EEEHRRS SHEER, of very thin texture [adj] 

SHEERLY EEHLRSY SHEER, of very thin texture [adv] 

SHEETED DEEEHST SHEET, to cover with sheet (thin, rectangular piece of material) [v] 

SHEETER EEEHRST one that sheets (to cover with sheet (thin, rectangular piece of material)) [n -S] 

SHEEVES EEEHSSV SHEEVE, grooved pulley wheel [n] 

SHEHNAI AEHHINS double-reed wind instrument of India [n -S] 

SHEIKHS EHHIKSS SHEIKH, sheik (Arab chief) [n] 

SHEILAS AEHILSS SHEILA, young woman [n] 

SHEITAN AEHINST shaitan (evil spirit) [n -S] 

SHEITEL EEHILST wig worn by married Jewish woman [n -S] 

SHEKELS EEHKLSS SHEKEL, ancient unit of weight and money [n] 

SHELLAC ACEHLLS to cover with thin varnish [v -KED, -KING, -S] 

SHELLED DEEHLLS SHELL, to divest of shell (hard outer covering) [v] 

SHELLER EEHLLRS one that shells (to divest of shell (hard outer covering)) [n -S] 

SHELTAS AEHLSST SHELTA, esoteric jargon of Gaelic [n] 

SHELTER EEHLRST to provide cover or protection for [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

SHELTIE EEHILST small, shaggy pony [n -S] 

SHELVED DEEHLSV SHELVE, to place on shelf [v] 

SHELVER EEHLRSV one that shelves (to place on shelf) [n -S] 

SHELVES EEHLSSV SHELF, flat rigid structure used to support articles [n] / SHELVE, to place on shelf [v] 

SHEMALE AEEHLMS offensive word [n -S] 

SHENAIS AEHINSS SHENAI, shehnai (double-reed wind instrument of India) [n] 

SHEQELS EEHLQSS SHEQEL, shekel (ancient unit of weight and money) [n] 

SHERBET BEEHRST frozen fruit-flavored mixture [n -S] 

SHEREEF EEEFHRS sherif (Arab ruler) [n -S] 

SHERIFF EFFHIRS law-enforcement officer of county [n -S] 

SHERIFS EFHIRSS SHERIF, Arab ruler [n] 

SHEROES EEHORSS SHERO, woman regarded as hero [n] 

SHEROOT EHOORST cheroot (square-cut cigar) [n -S] 

SHERPAS AEHPRSS SHERPA, soft fabric for linings [n] 

SHERRIS EHIRRSS sherry (type of wine) [n -ES] 

SHEUCHS CEHHSSU SHEUCH, sheugh (ditch) [n] 

SHEUGHS EGHHSSU SHEUGH, ditch [n] 

SHEWERS EEHRSSW SHEWER, one that shews (to show (to cause or permit to be seen)) [n] 

SHEWING EGHINSW SHEW, to show (to cause or permit to be seen) [v] 

SHIATSU AHISSTU massage using finger pressure [n -S] 

SHIATZU AHISTUZ shiatsu (massage using finger pressure) [n -S] 

SHIBAHS ABHHISS SHIBAH, shiva (period of mourning) [n] 

SHICKER CEHIKRS drunkard (one who is habitually drunk) [n -S] 

SHIELDS DEHILSS SHIELD, to provide with protective cover or shelter [v] 

SHIFTED DEFHIST SHIFT, to move from one position to another [v] 
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SHIFTER EFHIRST one that shifts (to move from one position to another) [n -S] 

SHIKARA AAHIKRS light, flat-bottomed boat in Kashmir [n -S] 

SHIKARI AHIIKRS shikaree (big game hunter) [n -S] 

SHIKARS AHIKRSS SHIKAR, to hunt (to pursue for food or sport) [v] 

SHIKKER EHIKKRS shicker (drunkard (one who is habitually drunk)) [n -S] 

SHIKRAS AHIKRSS SHIKRA, small sparrow hawk [n] 

SHILLED DEHILLS SHILL, to act as decoy [v] 

SHILPIT HIILPST sickly (appearing as if sick) [adj] 

SHIMMED DEHIMMS SHIM, to fill out or level by inserting thin wedge [v] 

SHIMMER EHIMMRS to glimmer (to shine faintly or unsteadily) [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

SHINDIG DGHIINS elaborate dance or party [n -S] 

SHINDYS DHINSSY SHINDY, shindig (elaborate dance or party) [n] 

SHINERS EHINRSS SHINER, one that shines (to emit light) [n] 

SHINGLE EGHILNS to cover with shingles (thin, oblong pieces of building material) [v -D, -LING, -S] 

SHINGLY GHILNSY covered with small, loose stones [adj] 

SHINIER EHIINRS SHINY, filled with light [adj] 

SHINILY HIILNSY in shiny (filled with light) manner [adv] 

SHINING GHIINNS emitting or reflecting light [adj] / SHINE, to emit light [v] 

SHINNED DEHINNS SHIN, to climb by gripping and pulling alternately with hands and legs [v] 

SHINNEY EHINNSY to play form of hockey [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

SHINOLA AHILNOS trademark [n -S] 

SHIPLAP AHILPPS to clad vertical surface using rabbeted wood [v -PPED, -PPING, -S] 

SHIPMAN AHIMNPS sailor (member of ship's crew) [n -MEN] 

SHIPPED DEHIPPS SHIP, to transport by ship (vessel suitable for navigation in deep water) [v] 

SHIPPEN EHINPPS cowshed (shelter for cows) [n -S] 

SHIPPER EHIPPRS one that ships (to transport by ship (vessel suitable for navigation in deep water)) [n -S] 

SHIPPON HINOPPS shippen (cowshed (shelter for cows)) [n -S] 

SHIPWAY AHIPSWY canal deep enough to serve ships [n -S] 

SHIRKED DEHIKRS SHIRK, to avoid work or duty [v] 

SHIRKER EHIKRRS one that shirks (to avoid work or duty) [n -S] 

SHIRRED DEHIRRS SHIRR, to draw into three or more parallel rows, as cloth [v] 

SHIRTED DEHIRST SHIRT, garment for upper part of body [adj] 

SHITAKE AEHIKST shiitake (dark Oriental mushroom) [n -S] 

SHITBAG ABGHIST offensive word [n -S] 

SHITCAN ACHINST offensive word [v -NNED, -NNING, -S] 

SHITTAH AHHISTT hardwood tree [n -S] 

SHITTED DEHISTT SHIT, offensive word [v] 

SHITTER EHIRSTT offensive word [n -S] 

SHITTIM HIIMSTT wood of shittah [n -S] 

SHIURIM HIIMRSU SHIUR, Talmudic study session [n] 

SHIVAHS AHHISSV SHIVAH, shiva (period of mourning) [n] 

SHIVERS EHIRSSV SHIVER, to tremble with fear or cold [v] 

SHIVERY EHIRSVY shivering [adj -RIER, -RIEST] 

SHIVITI HIIISTV plaque with Hebrew verse [n -S] 

SHLEPPS EHLPPSS SHLEPP, to schlep (to lug or drag) [v] 

SHLEPPY EHLPPSY schleppy (shabby, run-down) [adj -PPIER, -PPIEST] 
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SHLOCKS CHKLOSS SHLOCK, schlock (inferior merchandise) [n] 

SHLOCKY CHKLOSY schlocky (of inferior quality) [adj -KIER, -KIEST] 

SHLONGS GHLNOSS SHLONG, offensive word [n] 

SHLUMPS HLMPSSU SHLUMP, to schlump (to go about lazily or sloppily dressed) [v] 

SHLUMPY HLMPSUY slovenly (habitually untidy or unclean) [adj] 

SHMALTZ AHLMSTZ schmaltz (excessive sentimentality) [n -ES] 

SHMATTE AEHMSTT schmatte (ragged garment) [n -S] 

SHMEARS AEHMRSS SHMEAR, to schmeer (to bribe (to practice bribery)) [v] 

SHMEERS EEHMRSS SHMEER, to schmeer (to bribe (to practice bribery)) [v] 

SHMOOZE EHMOOSZ to schmooze (to gossip (to talk idly about affairs of others)) [v -D, -ZING, -S] 

SHMOOZY HMOOSYZ schmoozy (given to schmoozing) [adj -ZIER, -ZIEST] 

SHMUCKS CHKMSSU SHMUCK, schmuck [n] 

SHMUCKY CHKMSUY schmucky (foolish, contemptible) [adj -KIER, -KIEST] 

SHNAPPS AHNPPSS schnapps (strong liquor) [n SHNAPPS] 

SHNOOKS HKNOOSS SHNOOK, schnook (easily deceived person) [n] 

SHOALED ADEHLOS SHOAL, to become shallow [v] 

SHOALER AEHLORS SHOAL, shallow (having little depth) [adj] 

SHOCHET CEHHOST person who slaughters animals and fowl according to Jewish law [n -IM] 

SHOCHUS CHHOSSU SHOCHU, Japanese liquor [n] 

SHOCKED CDEHKOS SHOCK, to strike with great surprise, horror, or disgust [v] 

SHOCKER CEHKORS one that shocks (to strike with great surprise, horror, or disgust) [n -S] 

SHODDEN DDEHNOS SHOE, to provide with shoes [v] 

SHOEBOX BEHOOSX oblong box for holding pair of shoes [n -ES] 

SHOEING EGHINOS SHOE, to provide with shoes [v] 

SHOEPAC ACEHOPS waterproof boot [n -S] 

SHOFARS AFHORSS SHOFAR, ram's-horn trumpet blown in certain Jewish rituals [n] 

SHOGGED DEGGHOS SHOG, to move along [v] 

SHOGUNS GHNOSSU SHOGUN, former military leader of Japan [n] 

SHOLOMS HLMOOSS SHOLOM, shalom (word used as Jewish greeting or farewell) [n] 

SHOOFLY FHLOOSY child's rocker [n -LIES] 

SHOOING GHINOOS SHOO, to drive away [v] 

SHOOLED DEHLOOS SHOOL, to shovel (to take up with shovel (digging implement)) [v] 

SHOOTER EHOORST one that shoots (to hit, wound, or kill with missile discharged from weapon) [n -S] 

SHOPBOY BHOOPSY salesclerk [n -S] 

SHOPHAR AHHOPRS shofar (ram's-horn trumpet blown in certain Jewish rituals) [n -S, -HROTH] 

SHOPMAN AHMNOPS one who owns or operates small store [n -MEN] 

SHOPPED DEHOPPS SHOP, to examine goods with intent to buy [v] 

SHOPPER EHOPPRS one that shops (to examine goods with intent to buy) [n -S] 

SHOPPES EHOPPSS SHOPPE, small store [n] 

SHORANS AHNORSS SHORAN, type of navigational system [n] 

SHORING GHINORS system of supporting timbers [n -S] / SHORE, SHEAR, to cut hair or wool from [v] 

SHORTED DEHORST SHORT, to cause type of electrical malfunction in [v] 

SHORTEN EHNORST to make or become shorter [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

SHORTER EHORRST SHORT, having little length [adj] 

SHORTIA AHIORST perennial herb [n -S] 

SHORTIE EHIORST shorty (one that is short) [n -S] 
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SHORTLY HLORSTY in short time [adv] 

SHOTGUN GHNOSTU to shoot with type of gun [v -NNED, -NNING, -S] 

SHOTTED DEHOSTT SHOT, SHOOT, to hit, wound, or kill with missile discharged from weapon [v] 

SHOTTEN EHNOSTT having spawned -- used of fish [adj] 

SHOUTED DEHOSTU SHOUT, to utter loudly [v] 

SHOUTER EHORSTU one that shouts (to utter loudly) [n -S] 

SHOVELS EHLOSSV SHOVEL, to take up with shovel (digging implement) [v] 

SHOVERS EHORSSV SHOVER, one that shoves (to push roughly) [n] 

SHOVING GHINOSV SHOVE, to push roughly [v] 

SHOWBIZ BHIOSWZ show business [n -ZZES] 

SHOWERS EHORSSW SHOWER, to bathe in spray of water [v] 

SHOWERY EHORSWY abounding with brief periods of rain [adj] 

SHOWIER EHIORSW SHOWY, making great or brilliant display [adj] 

SHOWILY HILOSWY in showy (making great or brilliant display) manner [adv] 

SHOWING GHINOSW exhibition or display [n -S] / SHOW, to cause or permit to be seen [v] 

SHOWMAN AHMNOSW theatrical producer [n -MEN] 

SHOWOFF FFHOOSW one given to pretentious display [n -S] 

SHREWED DEEHRSW SHREW, to curse (to wish evil upon) [v] 

SHRIEKS EHIKRSS SHRIEK, to utter shrill cry [v] 

SHRIEKY EHIKRSY shrill (having high-pitched and piercing quality) [adj -KIER, -KEIST] 

SHRIEVE EEHIRSV to shrive (to hear confession of and grant absolution to) [v -D, -VING, -S] 

SHRIFTS FHIRSST SHRIFT, act of shriving (to hear confession of and grant absolution to) [n] 

SHRIKES EHIKRSS SHRIKE, predatory bird [n] 

SHRILLS HILLRSS SHRILL, to utter shrill sound [v] 

SHRILLY HILLRSY SHRILL, having high-pitched and piercing quality [adv] 

SHRIMPS HIMPRSS SHRIMP, to catch shrimps (small marine decapods) [v] 

SHRIMPY HIMPRSY abounding in shrimp [adj -PIER, -PIEST] 

SHRINED DEHINRS SHRINE, to place in shrine (receptacle for sacred relics) [v] 

SHRINES EHINRSS SHRINE, to place in shrine (receptacle for sacred relics) [v] 

SHRINKS HIKNRSS SHRINK, to contract or draw back [v] 

SHRIVED DEHIRSV SHRIVE, to hear confession of and grant absolution to [v] 

SHRIVEL EHILRSV to contract into wrinkles [v -ED,-LLED, -ING, -LLING, -S] 

SHRIVEN EHINRSV SHRIVE, to hear confession of and grant absolution to [v] 

SHRIVER EHIRRSV one that shrives (to hear confession of and grant absolution to) [n -S] 

SHRIVES EHIRSSV SHRIVE, to hear confession of and grant absolution to [v] 

SHROFFS FFHORSS SHROFF, to test genuineness of, as coin [v] 

SHROOMS HMOORSS SHROOM, mushroom (type of fungus) [n] 

SHROUDS DHORSSU SHROUD, to wrap in burial clothing [v] 

SHRUBBY BBHRSUY covered with shrubs [adj -BBIER, -BBIEST] 

SHTETEL EEHLSTT Jewish village [n SHTETLACH, -S] 

SHTETLS EHLSSTT SHTETL, shtetel (Jewish village) [n] 

SHTICKS CHIKSST SHTICK, entertainment routine [n] 

SHTICKY CHIKSTY resembling shtick (entertainment routine) [adj -KIER, -KIEST] 

SHUCKED CDEHKSU SHUCK, to remove husk or shell from [v] 

SHUCKER CEHKRSU one that shucks (to remove husk or shell from) [n -S] 

SHUDDER DDEHRSU to tremble (to shake involuntarily) [v -ED, -ING, -S] 
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SHUFFLE EFFHLSU to walk without lifting feet [v -D, -LING, -S] 

SHUNNED DEHNNSU SHUN, to avoid (to keep away from) [v] 

SHUNNER EHNNRSU one that shuns (to avoid (to keep away from)) [n -S] 

SHUNTED DEHNSTU SHUNT, to turn aside [v] 

SHUNTER EHNRSTU one that shunts (to turn aside) [n -S] 

SHUSHED DEHHSSU SHUSH, to silence (to make silent) [v] 

SHUSHER EHHRSSU one that shushes (to silence (to make silent)) [n -S] 

SHUSHES EHHSSSU SHUSH, to silence (to make silent) [v] 

SHUTEYE EEHSTUY sleep [n -S] 

SHUTING GHINSTU SHUTE, to chute (to convey by chute (vertical passage)) [v] 

SHUTOFF FFHOSTU device that shuts something off [n -S] 

SHUTOUT HOSTTUU game in which one team fails to score [n -S] 

SHUTTER EHRSTTU to provide with shutters (hinged window covers) [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

SHUTTLE EHLSTTU to move or travel back and forth [v -D, -LING, -S] 

SHYLOCK CHKLOSY to lend money at high interest rates [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

SHYNESS EHNSSSY state of being shy (timid (lacking courage or self-confidence)) [n -ES] 

SHYSTER EHRSSTY unscrupulous lawyer or politician [n -S] 

 

7s contain -SH- 

ABASHED AABDEHS ABASH, to make ashamed or embarrassed [v] 

ABASHES AABEHSS ABASH, to make ashamed or embarrassed [v] 

AIRSHED ADEHIRS air supply of given region [n -S] 

AIRSHIP AHIIPRS lighter-than-air aircraft having propulsion and steering systems [n -S] 

AIRSHOT AHIORST aircheck (recording made from radio broadcast) [n -S] 

AIRSHOW AHIORSW exhibition of aircraft stunts [n -S] 

APISHLY AHILPSY APISH, slavishly or foolishly imitative [adv] 

ARSHINS AHINRSS ARSHIN, archine (Russian unit of linear measure) [n] 

ASHAMED AADEHMS feeling shame, guilt, or disgrace [adj] 

ASHCAKE AACEHKS cornmeal cake [n -S] 

ASHCANS AACHNSS ASHCAN, metal receptacle for garbage [n] 

ASHFALL AAFHLLS deposit of volcanic ash [n -S] 

ASHIEST AEHISST ASHY, covered with ashes [adj] 

ASHLARS AAHLRSS ASHLAR, to build with squared stones [v] 

ASHLERS AEHLRSS ASHLER, to ashlar (to build with squared stones) [v] 

ASHLESS AEHLSSS having no ashes [adj] 

ASHPANS AAHNPSS ASHPAN, tray under grate to catch ashes [n] 

ASHRAMA AAAHMRS stage of life in Hinduism [n -S] 

ASHRAMS AAHMRSS ASHRAM, secluded dwelling of Hindu sage [n] 

ASHTRAY AAHRSTY receptacle for tobacco ashes [n -S] 

ASSHOLE AEHLOSS offensive word [n -S] 

ATISHOO AHIOOST ahchoo (used to represent sound of sneeze) [interj] 

BANSHEE ABEEHNS female spirit [n -S] 

BANSHIE ABEHINS banshee (female spirit) [n -S] 

BASHAWS AABHSSW BASHAW, pasha (former Turkish high official) [n] 

BASHERS ABEHRSS BASHER, one that bashes (to smash (to shatter violently)) [n] 

BASHFUL ABFHLSU shy; timid [adj -LLER, -LLEST] 
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BASHING ABGHINS act of beating [n -S] / BASH, to smash (to shatter violently) [v] 

BASHLYK ABHKLSY cloth hood [n -S] 

BATSHIT ABHISTT offensive word [adj] 

BESHAME ABEEHMS to put to shame [v -D, -MING, -S] 

BESHOUT BEHOSTU to shout at [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

BESHREW BEEHRSW to curse (to wish evil upon) [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

BLUSHED BDEHLSU BLUSH, to become red [v] 

BLUSHER BEHLRSU one that blushes (to become red) [n -S] 

BLUSHES BEHLSSU BLUSH, to become red [v] 

BISHOPS BHIOPSS BISHOP, to appoint as bishop (head of diocese) [v] 

BOLSHIE BEHILOS bolshevik [n -S] 

BORSHTS BHORSST BORSHT, borscht (beet soup) [n] 

BOSHBOK BBHKOOS bushbuck (small antelope) [n -S] 

BOWSHOT BHOOSTW distance arrow is shot [n -S] 

BRASHER ABEHRRS BRASH, rash; hasty [adj] 

BRASHES ABEHRSS BRASH, mass of fragments [n] 

BRASHLY ABHLRSY BRASH, rash; hasty [adv] 

BRUSHED BDEHRSU BRUSH, to touch lightly [v] 

BRUSHER BEHRRSU one that brushes (to touch lightly) [n -S] 

BRUSHES BEHRSSU BRUSH, to touch lightly [v] 

BRUSHUP BHPRSUU quick review [n -S] 

BUGSHAS ABGHSSU BUGSHA, buqsha (monetary unit of Yemen) [n] 

BUQSHAS ABHQSSU BUQSHA, monetary unit of Yemen [n] 

BUSHELS BEHLSSU BUSHEL, to mend clothing [v] 

BUSHERS BEHRSSU BUSHER, minor league baseball player [n] 

BUSHIDO BDHIOSU code of samurai [n -S] 

BUSHIER BEHIRSU BUSHY, covered with bushes [adj] 

BUSHIES BEHISSU BUSHY, person who lives in bush (wilderness) [n] 

BUSHILY BHILSUY in bushy (covered with bushes) manner [adv] 

BUSHING BGHINSU lining for hole [n -S] / BUSH, to cover with bushes (shrubs) [v] 

BUSHLOT BHLOSTU woodlot (area restricted to growing of forest trees) [n -S] 

BUSHMAN ABHMNSU woodsman (one who works or lives in forest) [n -MEN] 

BUSHMEN BEHMNSU BUSHMAN, woodsman (one who works or lives in forest) [n] 

BUSHPIG BGHIPSU wild African pig [n -S] 

BUSHTIT BHISTTU titmouse (small bird) [n -S] 

BUSHWAH ABHHSUW bushwa (nonsense (behavior or language that is meaningless or absurd)) [n -S] 

BUSHWAS ABHSSUW BUSHWA, nonsense (behavior or language that is meaningless or absurd) [n] 

CASHAWS AACHSSW CASHAW, cushaw (variety of squash) [n] 

CASHBOX ABCHOSX container for money [n -ES] 

CASHEWS ACEHSSW CASHEW, nut-bearing tree [n] 

CASHIER ACEHIRS to dismiss in disgrace [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

CASHING ACGHINS CASH, to convert into cash (ready money) [v] 

CASHOOS ACHOOSS CASHOO, catechu (resin used in tanning) [n] 

CLASHED ACDEHLS CLASH, to conflict or disagree [v] 

CLASHER ACEHLRS one that clashes (to conflict or disagree) [n -S] 

CLASHES ACEHLSS CLASH, to conflict or disagree [v] 
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COCKSHY CCHKOSY target in throwing contest [n -HIES] 

COSHERS CEHORSS COSHER, to coddle (to pamper (to treat with extreme or excessive indulgence)) [v] 

COSHING CGHINOS COSH, to bludgeon (to hit with club) [v] 

COWSHED CDEHOSW shelter for cows [n -S] 

CRASHED ACDEHRS CRASH, to collide noisily [v] 

CRASHER ACEHRRS one that crashes (to collide noisily) [n -S] 

CRASHES ACEHRSS CRASH, to collide noisily [v] 

CRUSHED CDEHRSU CRUSH, to press or squeeze out of shape [v] 

CRUSHER CEHRRSU one that crushes (to press or squeeze out of shape) [n -S] 

CRUSHES CEHRSSU CRUSH, to press or squeeze out of shape [v] 

CUISHES CEHISSU CUISH, cuisse (piece of armor for thigh) [n] 

CULSHIE CEHILSU offensive word [adj -HIER, -HIEST] / offensive word [n -S] 

CUMSHAW ACHMSUW gift [n -S] 

CUSHATS ACHSSTU CUSHAT, pigeon (short-legged bird) [n] 

CUSHAWS ACHSSUW CUSHAW, variety of squash [n] 

CUSHIER CEHIRSU CUSHY, easy (not difficult) [adj] 

CUSHILY CHILSUY in cushy (easy (not difficult)) manner [adv] 

CUSHION CHINOSU to pad with soft material [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

DARSHAN AADHNRS Hindu blessing [n -S] 

DASHEEN ADEEHNS tropical plant [n -S] 

DASHERS ADEHRSS DASHER, one that dashes (to strike violently) [n] 

DASHIER ADEHIRS DASHY, stylish (fashionable) [adj] 

DASHIKI ADHIIKS African tunic [n -S] 

DASHING ADGHINS DASH, to strike violently [v] 

DASHPOT ADHOPST shock absorber [n -S] 

DEASHED ADDEEHS DEASH, to remove ash from [v] 

DEASHES ADEEHSS DEASH, to remove ash from [v] 

DIPSHIT DHIIPST offensive word [n -S] 

DISHELM DEHILMS to deprive of helmet [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

DISHFUL DFHILSU as much as dish can hold [n -S] 

DISHIER DEHIIRS DISHY, attractive [adj] 

DISHING DGHIINS DISH, to put into dish (concave vessel) [v] 

DISHPAN ADHINPS pan for washing dishes [n -S] 

DISHRAG ADGHIRS cloth for washing dishes [n -S] 

DONSHIP DHINOPS position of don (senior member of British university) [n -S] 

DROSHKY DHKORSY open carriage [n -KIES] 

EARSHOT AEHORST range within which sound can be heard [n -S] 

EYESHOT EEHOSTY range of vision [n -S] 

FASHING AFGHINS FASH, to annoy (to be troublesome to) [v] 

FASHION AFHINOS to give particular shape or form to [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

FISHERS EFHIRSS FISHER, one that fishes (to catch or try to catch fish (cold-blooded aquatic vertebrates)) [n] 

FISHERY EFHIRSY place for catching fish [n -RIES] 

FISHEYE EEFHISY suspicious stare [n -S] 

FISHGIG FGGHIIS pronged implement for spearing fish [n -S] 

FISHIER EFHIIRS FISHY, of or resembling fish [adj] 

FISHILY FHIILSY in fishy (of or resembling fish) manner [adv] 
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FISHING FGHIINS occupation or pastime of catching fish [n -S] / FISH, to catch or try to catch fish (cold-blooded aquatic vertebrates) [v] 

FISHNET EFHINST net for catching fish [n -S] 

FISHWAY AFHISWY device for enabling fish to pass around dam [n -S] 

FLASHED ADEFHLS FLASH, to send forth sudden burst of light [v] 

FLASHER AEFHLRS one that flashes (to send forth sudden burst of light) [n -S] 

FLASHES AEFHLSS FLASH, to send forth sudden burst of light [v] 

FLESHED DEEFHLS FLESH, to plunge into flesh (soft body tissue) [v] 

FLESHER EEFHLRS one that removes flesh from animal hides [n -S] 

FLESHES EEFHLSS FLESH, to plunge into flesh (soft body tissue) [v] 

FLESHLY EFHLLSY pertaining to body [adj -LIER, -LIEST] 

FLUSHED DEFHLSU FLUSH, to blush (to become red) [v] 

FLUSHER EFHLRSU FLUSH, ruddy (having healthy, reddish color) [adj] / one that flushes (to blush (to become red)) [n -S] 

FLUSHES EFHLSSU FLUSH, to blush (to become red) [v] 

FRESHED DEEFHRS FRESH, to freshen (to make or become fresh) [v] 

FRESHEN EEFHNRS to make or become fresh [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

FRESHER EEFHRRS FRESH, new (existing only short time) [adj] / freshman (first-year student at high school, university, or college) [n -S] 

FRESHES EEFHRSS FRESH, to freshen (to make or become fresh) [v] 

FRESHET EEFHRST sudden overflow of stream [n -S] 

FRESHLY EFHLRSY in fresh (new (existing only short time)) manner [adv] 

FROSHES EFHORSS FROSH, freshman (first-year student at high school, university, or college) [n] 

GALOSHE AEGHLOS galosh (overshoe (protective outer shoe)) [n -S] 

GASHEST AEGHSST GASH, knowing (astute (shrewd (having keen insight))) [adj] 

GASHING AGGHINS GASH, to make long deep cut in [v] 

GEISHAS AEGHISS GEISHA, Japanese girl trained to entertain [n] 

GIRSHES EGHIRSS GIRSH, qursh (monetary unit of Saudi Arabia) [n] 

GNASHED ADEGHNS GNASH, to grind teeth together [v] 

GNASHES AEGHNSS GNASH, to grind teeth together [v] 

GODSHIP DGHIOPS rank of god [n -S] 

GOLOSHE EGHLOOS galosh (overshoe (protective outer shoe)) [n -S] 

GOSHAWK AGHKOSW large hawk [n -S] 

GRUSHIE EGHIRSU thriving [adj] 

GUMSHOE EGHMOSU to investigate stealthily [v -D, -ING, -S] 

GUNSHIP GHINPSU armed helicopter [n -S] 

GUNSHOT GHNOSTU projectile fired from gun [n -S] 

GURSHES EGHRSSU GURSH, qursh (monetary unit of Saudi Arabia) [n] 

GUSHERS EGHRSSU GUSHER, gushing oil well [n] 

GUSHIER EGHIRSU GUSHY, overly sentimental [adj] 

GUSHILY GHILSUY GUSHY, overly sentimental [adv] 

GUSHING GGHINSU GUSH, to flow forth forcefully [v] 

HARSHEN AEHHNRS to make harsh [v  -ED, -ING, -S] 

HARSHER AEHHRRS HARSH, severe (unsparing in treatment of others) [adj] 

HARSHLY AHHLRSY HARSH, severe (unsparing in treatment of others) [adv] 

HASHING AGHHINS HASH, to mince (to cut into very small pieces) [v] 

HASHTAG AAGHHST word or phrase preceded by symbol # that categorizes accompanying text [n -S] 

HIPSHOT HHIOPST lame; awkward [adj] 

HOTSHOT HHOOSTT showily skillful person [n -S] 
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HUSHABY ABHHSUY go to sleep -- used imperatively to soothe child [v] 

HUSHFUL FHHLSUU quiet (making little or no noise) [adj] 

HUSHING GHHINSU HUSH, to quiet (to cause to be quiet) [v] 

INSHORE EHINORS near shore [adj] 

JOSHERS EHJORSS JOSHER, one that joshes (to tease (to make fun of)) [n] 

JOSHING GHIJNOS act of teasing (to make fun of) [n -S] / JOSH, to tease (to make fun of) [v] 

KASHERS AEHKRSS KASHER, to kosher (to make fit to be eaten according to Jewish dietary laws) [v] 

KASHMIR AHIKMRS cashmere (fine wool) [n -S] 

KASHRUT AHKRSTU kashruth (Jewish dietary laws) [n -S] 

KINSHIP HIIKNPS relationship (state of being related) [n -S] 

KISHKAS AHIKKSS KISHKA, kishke (sausage (finely chopped and seasoned meat stuffed into casing)) [n] 

KISHKES EHIKKSS KISHKE, sausage (finely chopped and seasoned meat stuffed into casing) [n] 

KNISHES EHIKNSS KNISH, dough stuffed with filling and fried [n] 

KOSHERS EHKORSS KOSHER, to make fit to be eaten according to Jewish dietary laws [v] 

LASHERS AEHLRSS LASHER, one that lashes (to strike with whip) [n] 

LASHING AGHILNS flogging (whipping (material used to whip)) [n -S] / LASH, to strike with whip [v] 

LASHINS AHILNSS abundance (state of being abundant (present in great quantity)) [n LASHINS] 

LASHKAR AAHKLRS lascar (East Indian sailor) [n -S] 

LEASHED ADEEHLS LEASH, to restrain animal with line or thong [v] 

LEASHES AEEHLSS LEASH, to restrain animal with line or thong [v] 

LUSHEST EHLSSTU LUSH, abounding in vegetation [adj] 

LUSHING GHILNSU LUSH, to drink to excess [v] 

MARSHAL AAHLMRS to put in proper order [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

MARSHED ADEHMRS MARSH, tract of low, wet land [adj] 

MARSHES AEHMRSS MARSH, tract of low, wet land [n] 

MASHERS AEHMRSS MASHER, one that mashes (to reduce to pulpy mass) [n] 

MASHIES AEHIMSS MASHIE, golf club [n] / MASHY, mashie (golf club) [n] 

MASHING AGHIMNS MASH, to reduce to pulpy mass [v] 

MENSHEN EEHMNNS MENSH, mensch (admirable person) [n] 

MENSHES EEHMNSS MENSH, mensch (admirable person) [n] 

MESHIER EEHIMRS MESHY, netty (resembling net) [adj] 

MESHING EGHIMNS act of fitting together [n -S] / MESH, to entangle (to tangle (to bring together in intricate confusion)) [v] 

MESHUGA AEGHMSU crazy (insane (mentally unsound)) [adj] 

MIDSHIP DHIIMPS pertaining to middle of ship [adj] 

MISHAPS AHIMPSS MISHAP, unfortunate accident [n] 

MISHEAR AEHIMRS to hear (to perceive by ear) incorrectly [v -D, -ING, -S] 

MISHITS HIIMSST MISHIT, to hit poorly [v] 

MISSHOD DHIMOSS improperly shod [adj] 

MOKSHAS AHKMOSS MOKSHA, final release of soul from reincarnations in Hinduism [n] 

MOSHERS EHMORSS MOSHER, one that moshes (to engage in frenzied dancing with others at rock concert) [n] 

MOSHING GHIMNOS frenzied dancing at rock concert [n -S] / MOSH, to engage in frenzied dancing with others at rock concert [v] 

MUGSHOT GHMOSTU photograph of person's face for official records [n -S] 

MUSHERS EHMRSSU MUSHER, one that mushes (to travel over snow with dog sled) [n] 

MUSHIER EHIMRSU MUSHY, pulpy (resembling pulp) [adj] 

MUSHILY HILMSUY MUSHY, pulpy (resembling pulp) [adv] 

MUSHING GHIMNSU advancing across snow by dogsled [n -S] / MUSH, to travel over snow with dog sled [v] 
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MUSHRAT AHMRSTU muskrat (aquatic rodent) [n -S] 

NOSHERS EHNORSS NOSHER, one that noshes (to eat snacks between meals) [n] 

NOSHING GHINNOS NOSH, to eat snacks between meals [v] 

ONSHORE EHNOORS toward shore [adv] 

ORISHAS AHIORSS ORISHA, Yoruba deity [n] 

PADSHAH AADHHPS padishah (sovereign) [n -S] 

PALSHIP AHILPPS relation existing between close friends [n -S] 

PASHING AGHINPS PASH, to strike violently [v] 

PASHKAS AAHKPSS PASHKA, paskha (Russian dessert eaten at Easter) [n] 

PHISHED DEHHIPS PHISH, to engage in phishing [v] 

PHISHER EHHIPRS one that phishes (to engage in phishing) [n -S] 

PHISHES EHHIPSS PHISH, to engage in phishing [v] 

PISHERS EHIPRSS PISHER, young or inexperienced person [n] 

PISHING GHIINPS PISH, to express contempt [v] 

PISHOGE EGHIOPS pishogue (evil spell) [n -S] 

PLASHED ADEHLPS PLASH, to weave together [v] 

PLASHER AEHLPRS one that plashes (to weave together) [n -S] 

PLASHES AEHLPSS PLASH, to weave together [v] 

PLUSHED DEHLPSU showily luxurious [adj] 

PLUSHER EHLPRSU PLUSH, luxurious [adj] 

PLUSHES EHLPSSU PLUSH, fabric with long pile [n] 

PLUSHLY HLLPSUY PLUSH, luxurious [adv] 

POSHEST EHOPSST POSH, stylish or elegant [adj] 

POTSHOT HOOPSTT to shoot randomly at [v POTSHOT, -TTING, -S] 

PRESHIP EHIPPRS to ship beforehand [v -PPED, -PPING, -S] 

PRESHOW EHOPRSW to show beforehand [v -ED, -N, -ING, -S] 

PSHAWED ADEHPSW PSHAW, to utter expression of disapproval [v] 

PUSHERS EHPRSSU PUSHER, one that pushes (to exert force in order to cause motion away from force) [n] 

PUSHFUL FHLPSUU pushy (offensively aggressive) [adj] 

PUSHIER EHIPRSU PUSHY, offensively aggressive [adj] 

PUSHILY HILPSUY in pushy (offensively aggressive) manner [adv] 

PUSHING GHINPSU PUSH, to exert force in order to cause motion away from force [v] 

PUSHPIN HINPPSU large-headed pin [n -S] 

PUSHROD DHOPRSU rod for operating valves in engine [n -S] 

PUSHUPS HPPSSUU PUSHUP, type of exercise [n] 

QUASHED ADEHQSU QUASH, to suppress completely [v] 

QUASHER AEHQRSU one that quashes (to suppress completely) [n -S] 

QUASHES AEHQSSU QUASH, to suppress completely [v] 

QURSHES EHQRSSU QURSH, monetary unit of Saudi Arabia [n] 

RASHERS AEHRRSS RASHER, thin slice of meat [n] 

RASHEST AEHRSST RASH, acting without due caution or forethought [adj] 

REISHIS EHIIRSS REISHI, mushroom having shiny cap [n] 

RESHAPE AEEHPRS to shape again [v  -D, -PING, -S] 

RESHAVE AEEHRSV to shave again [v -ED, -N, -ING, -S] 

RESHINE EEHINRS to shine again [v -ED, -HONE, -ING, -S] 

RESHIPS EHIPRSS RESHIP, to ship again [v] 
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RESHOED DEEHORS RESHOE, to shoe again [v] 

RESHOES EEHORSS RESHOE, to shoe again [v] 

RESHONE EEHNORS RESHINE, to shine again [v] 

RESHOOT EHOORST to shoot again [v -HOT, -ING, -S] 

RESHOWN EHNORSW RESHOW, to show again [v] 

RESHOWS EHORSSW RESHOW, to show again [v] 

RICKSHA ACHIKRS rickshaw (small, two-wheeled passenger vehicle) [n -S] 

RIKISHA AHIIKRS rickshaw (small, two-wheeled passenger vehicle) [n -S] 

RIKISHI HIIIKRS sumo wrestler [n RIKISHI] 

RIKSHAW AHIKRSW rickshaw (small, two-wheeled passenger vehicle) [n -S] 

RIMSHOT HIMORST sound made by drumstick striking rim and head of drum [n -S] 

RUSHEES EEHRSSU RUSHEE, college student seeking admission to fraternity or sorority [n] 

RUSHERS EHRRSSU RUSHER, one that rushes (to move swiftly) [n] 

RUSHIER EHIRRSU RUSHY, abounding in rushes [adj] 

RUSHING GHINRSU yardage gained in football by running plays [n -S] / RUSH, to move swiftly [v] 

SAMSHUS AHMSSSU SAMSHU, Chinese liquor [n] 

SASHAYS AAHSSSY SASHAY, to flounce (to move with exaggerated motions) [v] 

SASHIMI AHIIMSS Japanese dish of sliced raw fish [n -S] 

SASHING AGHINSS SASH, to furnish with frame in which glass is set [v] 

SHUSHES EHHSSSU SHUSH, to silence (to make silent) [v] 

SIBSHIP BHIIPSS group of children having same parents [n -S] 

SKOSHES EHKOSSS SKOSH, small amount [n] 

SLASHED ADEHLSS SLASH, to cut with violent sweeping strokes [v] 

SLASHER AEHLRSS one that slashes (to cut with violent sweeping strokes) [n -S] 

SLASHES AEHLSSS SLASH, to cut with violent sweeping strokes [v] 

SLOSHED DEHLOSS SLOSH, to move with splashing motion [v] 

SLOSHES EHLOSSS SLOSH, to move with splashing motion [v] 

SLUSHED DEHLSSU SLUSH, to splash with slush (partly melted snow) [v] 

SLUSHES EHLSSSU SLUSH, to splash with slush (partly melted snow) [v] 

SMASHED ADEHMSS SMASH, to shatter violently [v] 

SMASHER AEHMRSS one that smashes (to shatter violently) [n -S] 

SMASHES AEHMSSS SMASH, to shatter violently [v] 

SMASHUP AHMPSSU collision of motor vehicles [n -S] 

SMUSHED DEHMSSU SMUSH, to smoosh (to squash (to press into pulp or flat mass)) [v] 

SMUSHES EHMSSSU SMUSH, to smoosh (to squash (to press into pulp or flat mass)) [v] 

SNASHES AEHNSSS SNASH, abusive language [n] 

SONSHIP HINOPSS state of being son (male child) [n -S] 

SPLASHY AHLPSSY showy (making great or brilliant display) [adj -HIER, -HIEST] 

SQUASHY AHQSSUY soft and moist [adj -HIER, -HIEST] 

SQUISHY HIQSSUY squashy (soft and moist) [adj -HIER, -HIEST] 

STASHED ADEHSST STASH, to store in secret place [v] 

STASHES AEHSSST STASH, to store in secret place [v] 

SWASHED ADEHSSW SWASH, to swagger (to walk with pompous air) [v] 

SWASHER AEHRSSW one that swashes (to swagger (to walk with pompous air)) [n -S] 

SWASHES AEHSSSW SWASH, to swagger (to walk with pompous air) [v] 

SWISHED DEHISSW SWISH, to move with prolonged hissing sound [v] 
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SWISHER EHIRSSW SWISH, fashionable [adj] / one that swishes (to move with prolonged hissing sound) [n -S] 

SWISHES EHISSSW SWISH, to move with prolonged hissing sound [v] 

TAMASHA AAAHMST public entertainment in India [n -S] 

TEASHOP AEHOPST tearoom (restaurant serving tea) [n -S] 

THRASHY AHHRSTY characteristic of style of fast, loud, punk-rock music [adj -HIER, -HIEST] 

TOESHOE EEHOOST dance slipper without heel [n -S] 

TOYSHOP HOOPSTY shop where toys are sold [n -S] 

TRASHED ADEHRST TRASH, to free from trash (worthless or waste matter) [v] 

TRASHER AEHRRST one that destroys or damages [n -S] 

TRASHES AEHRSST TRASH, to free from trash (worthless or waste matter) [v] 

TRISHAW AHIRSTW pedicab (passenger vehicle that is pedaled) [n -S] 

TUSHERY EHRSTUY pretentious writing [n -RIES] 

TUSHIES EHISSTU TUSHIE, buttocks (either of two rounded parts of rump) [n] / TUSHY [n] 

TUSHING GHINSTU TUSH, to tusk (to gore with tusk (long, pointed tooth extending outside of mouth)) [v] 

UNSHARP AHNPRSU not sharp (suitable for or capable of cutting or piercing) [adj] 

UNSHELL EHLLNSU to remove shell from [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

UNSHIFT FHINSTU to release shift key on typewriter [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

UNSHIPS HINPSSU UNSHIP, to unload from ship [v] 

UNSHORN HNNORSU not shorn (to cut hair or wool from) [adj] 

UNSHOWY HNOSUWY not showy (making great or brilliant display) [adj -WIER, -WIEST] 

UPSHIFT FHIPSTU to shift into higher gear [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

UPSHOOT HOOPSTU to shoot upward [v -HOT, -ING, -S] 

UPSHOTS HOPSSTU UPSHOT, final result [n] 

USHERED DEEHRSU USHER, to conduct to place [v] 

WARSHIP AHIPRSW ship armed for combat [n -S] 

WASHBAG AABGHSW small bag for carrying toiletries when traveling [n -S] 

WASHDAY AADHSWY day set aside for washing clothes [n -S] 

WASHERS AEHRSSW WASHER, one that washes (to cleanse by immersing in or applying liquid) [n] 

WASHIER AEHIRSW WASHY, overly diluted [adj] 

WASHING AGHINSW articles washed or to be washed [n -S] / WASH, to cleanse by immersing in or applying liquid [v] 

WASHOUT AHOSTUW erosion of earth by action of water [n -S] 

WASHRAG AAGHRSW small cloth used for washing oneself [n -S] 

WASHTUB ABHSTUW tub used for washing clothes [n -S] 

WASHUPS AHPSSUW WASHUP, act of washing clean [n] 

WELSHED DEEHLSW WELSH, to fail to pay debt [v] 

WELSHER EEHLRSW one that welshes (to fail to pay debt) [n -S] 

WELSHES EEHLSSW WELSH, to fail to pay debt [v] 

WHISHED DEHHISW WHISH, to move with hissing sound [v] 

WHISHES EHHISSW WHISH, to move with hissing sound [v] 

WHISHTS HHISSTW WHISHT, to hush (to quiet (to cause to be quiet)) [v] 

WISHERS EHIRSSW WISHER, one that wishes (to feel impulse toward attainment or possession of something) [n] 

WISHFUL FHILSUW desirous (desiring) [adj] 

WISHING GHIINSW WISH, to feel impulse toward attainment or possession of something [v] 

WOOSHED DEHOOSW WOOSH, to whoosh (to move with hissing sound) [v] 

WOOSHES EHOOSSW WOOSH, to whoosh (to move with hissing sound) [v] 

WORSHIP HIOPRSW to honor and love as divine being [v -ED, -PPED -ING, -PPING -S] 
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YASHMAC AACHMSY yashmak (veil worn by Muslim women [n -S] 

YASHMAK AAHKMSY veil worn by Muslim women [n -S] 

YESHIVA AEHISVY orthodox Jewish school [n -S, -VOT, -VOTH] 

 

7s end -SH 

ABOLISH ABHILOS to do away with [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

ANGUISH AGHINSU to suffer extreme pain [v -ED, -ING, -ES] 

BABYISH ABBHISY resembling baby [adj] 

BADDISH ABDDHIS BAD, not good (having positive or desirable qualities) [adj] 

BALDISH ABDHILS somewhat bald [adj] 

BATFISH ABFHIST batlike fish [n -ES] 

BEAMISH ABEHIMS cheerful (full of spirits) [adj] 

BEARISH ABEHIRS resembling bear (large mammal) [adj] 

BEAUISH ABEHISU BEAU, boyfriend [adj] 

BERDASH ABDEHRS berdache (Native American male transvestite) [n -ES] 

BIGGISH BGGHIIS somewhat big [adj] 

BLEMISH BEHILMS to mar (to detract from perfection or wholeness of) [v -ED, -ING, -ES] 

BLUEISH BEHILSU bluish (somewhat blue) [adj] 

BOARISH ABHIORS swinish; coarse [adj] 

BOGGISH BGGHIOS boggy (marshy (resembling marsh (tract of low, wet land))) [adj] 

BOOBISH BBHIOOS doltish (stupid person) [adj] 

BOOKISH BHIKOOS pertaining to books [adj] 

BOORISH BHIOORS rude (discourteous or impolite) [adj] 

BOPPISH BHIOPPS boppy (suggestive of bebop) [adj] 

BOXFISH BFHIOSX marine fish [n -ES] 

BRINISH BHIINRS resembling brine [adj] 

BRUTISH BHIRSTU brutal (cruel; savage) [adj] 

BUCKISH BCHIKSU foppish (characteristic of dandy) [adj] 

BULLISH BHILLSU stubborn (unyielding (not yielding (yield))) [adj] 

BULRUSH BHLRSUU tall marsh plant [n -ES] 

BURNISH BHINRSU to polish (to make smooth and lustrous by rubbing) [v -ED, -ING, -ES] 

CADDISH ACDDHIS resembling cad (ungentlemanly man) [adj] 

CAPEESH ACEEHPS capisce (used to ask if one understands) [interj] 

CARLISH ACHILRS resembling carl (peasant (person of inferior social rank)) [adj] 

CARWASH AACHRSW establishment equipped to wash automobiles [n -ES] 

CATFISH ACFHIST to deceive using false online persona [v -ED, -ING, -ES] 

CATTISH ACHISTT catty (catlike; spiteful) [adj] 

CHERISH CEHHIRS to hold dear [v -ED, -ING, -ES] 

CLAYISH ACHILSY resembling or containing clay [adj] 

COCKISH CCHIKOS cocky (arrogantly self-confident) [adj] 

CODFISH CDFHIOS marine food fish [n -ES] 

COLDISH CDHILOS somewhat cold [adj] 

COLTISH CHILOST COLT, young male horse [adj] 

COMMISH CHIMMOS commissioner [n -ES] 

COOLISH CHILOOS somewhat cool [adj] 

COWFISH CFHIOSW aquatic mammal [n -ES] 
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CRONISH CHINORS CRONE, withered old woman [adj] 

CUBBISH BBCHISU resembling cub [adj] 

CULTISH CHILSTU pertaining to cult (group of zealous devotees) [adj] 

CURRISH CHIRRSU resembling cur (mongrel dog) [adj] 

DAMPISH ADHIMPS somewhat damp [adj] 

DARKISH ADHIKRS somewhat dark [adj] 

DEAFISH ADEFHIS somewhat deaf [adj] 

DERVISH DEHIRSV member of Muslim religious order [n -ES] 

DIMMISH DHIIMMS DIM, to make dim [adj] 

DOGFISH DFGHIOS small shark [n -ES] 

DOGGISH DGGHIOS doglike (resembling dog) [adj] 

DOLLISH DHILLOS pretty (pleasing to eye) [adj] 

DOLTISH DHILOST DOLT, stupid person [adj] 

DONNISH DHINNOS scholarly (resembling scholar (learned person)) [adj] 

DRONISH DHINORS habitually lazy [adj] 

DUCKISH CDHIKSU dusk [n -ES] 

DULLISH DHILLSU somewhat dull [adj] 

DUMPISH DHIMPSU sad (unhappy (not happy (marked by joy))) [adj] 

DUNCISH CDHINSU DUNCE, stupid person [adj] 

DUSKISH DHIKSSU dusky (somewhat dark) [adj] 

ENGLISH EGHILNS to cause billiard ball to spin around its vertical axis [v -ED, -ING, -ES] 

EVANISH AEHINSV to vanish (to disappear) [v -ED, -ING, -ES] 

EYELASH AEEHLSY hair growing on edge of eyelid [n -ES] 

EYEWASH AEEHSWY eye lotion [n -ES] 

FADDISH ADDFHIS inclined to take up fads [adj] 

FAIRISH AFHIIRS moderately good [adj] 

FATTISH AFHISTT somewhat fat [adj] 

FINFISH FFHIINS true fish [n -ES] 

FLEMISH EFHILMS to coil rope in certain manner [v -ED, -ING, -ES] 

FOGYISH FGHIOSY FOGY, old-fashioned person [adj] 

FOLKISH FHIKLOS characteristic of common people [adj] 

FOOLISH FHILOOS lacking good sense or judgment [adj -ER, -EST] 

FOPPISH FHIOPPS characteristic of dandy [adj] 

FOXFISH FFHIOSX large shark [n -ES] 

FURBISH BFHIRSU to polish (to make smooth and lustrous by rubbing) [v -ED, -ING, -ES] 

FURNISH FHINRSU to equip (to provide with whatever is needed) [v -ED, -ING, -ES] 

GARFISH AFGHIRS freshwater fish [n -ES] 

GARNISH AGHINRS to decorate (to adorn (to add something to for purpose of making more attractive)) [v -ED, -ING, -ES] 

GAWKISH AGHIKSW gawky (awkward (lacking skill, dexterity, or grace)) [adj] 

GEEKISH EEGHIKS geeky (socially awkward or unappealing) [adj] 

GIRLISH GHIILRS of, pertaining to, or having characteristics of girl [adj] 

GNOMISH GHIMNOS resembling gnome (dwarf (extremely small person)) [adj] 

GOATISH AGHIOST resembling goat (horned mammal) [adj] 

GOODISH DGHIOOS somewhat good [adj] 

GOULASH AGHLOSU beef stew [n -ES] 

GRAYISH AGHIRSY somewhat gray [adj] 
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GREYISH EGHIRSY grayish (somewhat gray) [adj] 

HAGBUSH ABGHHSU large tree [n -ES] 

HAGFISH AFGHHIS eellike fish [n -ES] 

HAGGISH AGGHHIS resembling hag [adj] 

HAIMISH AHHIIMS homey, unpretentious [adj] 

HARDISH ADHHIRS somewhat hard [adj] 

HASHISH AHHHISS mild narcotic [n -ES] 

HAWKISH AHHIKSW warlike (disposed to engage in war) [adj] 

HEIMISH EHHIIMS haimish (homey, unpretentious) [adj] 

HELLISH EHHILLS horrible [adj] 

HENNISH EHHINNS resembling hen (female chicken) [adj] 

HICKISH CHHIIKS HICK, rural person [adj] 

HIPPISH HHIIPPS depressed; sad [adj] 

HOGFISH FGHHIOS tropical fish [n -ES] 

HOGGISH GGHHIOS coarsely selfish [adj] 

HOGWASH AGHHOSW meaningless talk [n -ES] 

HOTTISH HHIOSTT somewhat hot [adj] 

HUFFISH FFHHISU sulky (sullenly aloof or withdrawn) [adj] 

HUNNISH HHINNSU resembling hun (barbarous, destructive person) [adj] 

ICEFISH CEFHIIS to fish through holes in ice on lake or river [v -ED, -ING, -ES] 

JEWFISH EFHIJSW large marine fish [n -ES] 

JIGGISH GGHIIJS suitable for jig (lively dance) [adj] 

JOCKISH CHIJKOS characteristic of athlete [adj] 

KADDISH ADDHIKS Jewish prayer [n -ES, -IM] 

KIDDISH DDHIIKS childish (resembling child (young person)) [adj] 

KIDDUSH DDHIKSU Jewish prayer [n -ES] 

KNAVISH AHIKNSV KNAVE, dishonest person [adj] 

KURBASH ABHKRSU to flog with leather whip [v -ED, -ING, -ES] 

LADDISH ADDHILS LAD, boy or youth [adj] 

LADYISH ADHILSY somewhat ladylike [adj] 

LARGISH AGHILRS somewhat large [adj] 

LARKISH AHIKLRS playful (frolicsome) [adj] 

LAZYISH AHILSYZ somewhat lazy [adj] 

LEFTISH EFHILST inclined to be leftist [adj] 

LOGGISH GGHILOS resembling log [adj] 

LONGISH GHILNOS somewhat long [adj] 

LOUDISH DHILOSU somewhat loud [adj] 

LOUTISH HILOSTU clumsy (awkward (lacking skill, dexterity, or grace)) [adj] 

LOWBUSH BHLOSUW bush with sweet blueberries [n -ES] 

LUMPISH HILMPSU stupid (mentally slow) [adj] 

MADDISH ADDHIMS somewhat mad [adj] 

MAIDISH ADHIIMS MAID, maiden (young unmarried woman) [adj] 

MANNISH AHIMNNS resembling or characteristic of man [adj] 

MAWKISH AHIKMSW offensively sentimental [adj] 

MAYBUSH ABHMSUY flowering shrub [n -ES] 

MIDRASH ADHIMRS early Jewish interpretation of biblical text [n -IM, -OTH, -OTH] 
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MILDISH DHIILMS MILD, not harsh or rough [adj] 

MINXISH HIIMNSX MINX, pert girl [adj] 

MOBBISH BBHIMOS characteristic of mob (disorderly crowd of people) [adj] 

MONKISH HIKMNOS pertaining to monks (man who is member of secluded religious order) [adj] 

MOONISH HIMNOOS fickle (not constant or loyal) [adj] 

MOORISH HIMOORS marshy (resembling marsh (tract of low, wet land)) [adj] 

MOREISH EHIMORS so good that you want to have more [adj] 

MUDFISH DFHIMSU fish found in mud or muddy water [n -ES] 

MUMPISH HIMMPSU sullen (showing brooding ill humor or resentment) [adj] 

NEARISH AEHINRS NEAR, situated within short distance [adj] 

NEBBISH BBEHINS meek person [n -ES] 

NERDISH DEHINRS NERD, socially inept person [adj] 

NOIRISH HIINORS NOIR, bleak type of crime fiction [adj] 

NONCASH ACHNNOS other than cash [adj] 

NOURISH HINORSU to sustain with food [v -ED, -ING, -ES] 

NUNNISH HINNNSU of, pertaining to, or characteristic of nun [adj] 

OARFISH AFHIORS marine fish [n -ES] 

OGREISH EGHIORS resembling ogre (monster (strange or terrifying creature)) [adj] 

OUTFISH FHIOSTU to surpass in fishing [v -ED, -ING, -ES] 

OUTGUSH GHOSTUU to surpass in gushing [v -ED, -ING, -ES] 

OUTPUSH HOPSTUU to surpass in pushing [v -ED, -ING, -ES] 

OUTRUSH HORSTUU to surpass in rushing [v -ED, -ING, -ES] 

OUTWASH AHOSTUW detritus washed from glacier [n -ES] 

OUTWISH HIOSTUW to surpass in wishing [v -ED, -ING, -ES] 

PANFISH AFHINPS to fish for any small fish that can be fried whole [v -ED, -ING, -ES] 

PEAKISH AEHIKPS somewhat sickly [adj] 

PECKISH CEHIKPS irritable [adj] 

PEEVISH EEHIPSV irritable [adj] 

PERKISH EHIKPRS somewhat perky [adj] 

PETTISH EHIPSTT peevish (irritable) [adj] 

PIGFISH FGHIIPS marine fish [n -ES] 

PIGGISH GGHIIPS greedy or dirty [adj] 

PINFISH FHIINPS small marine fish [n -ES] 

PINKISH HIIKNPS somewhat pink [adj] 

PIXYISH HIIPSXY PIXY, playfully mischievous fairy or elf [adj] 

PLANISH AHILNPS to toughen and smooth by hammering lightly [v -ED, -ING, -ES] 

PLENISH EHILNPS to fill up [v -ED, -ING, -ES] 

POORISH HIOOPRS somewhat poor [adj] 

PREWASH AEHPRSW to wash beforehand [v -ED, -ING, -ES] 

PRUDISH DHIPRSU marked by prudery [adj] 

PUBLISH BHILPSU to print and issue to public [v -ED, -ING, -ES] 

PUCKISH CHIKPSU impish (mischievous) [adj] 

PUGGISH GGHIPSU somewhat stubby [adj] 

PUNKISH HIKNPSU pertaining to style inspired by punk rock [adj] 

PUPFISH FHIPPSU small, freshwater fish [n -ES] 

QUAMASH AAHMQSU camass (perennial herb) [n -ES] 
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RAFFISH AFFHIRS tawdry (gaudy (tastelessly showy)) [adj] 

RAMMISH AHIMMRS resembling ram (male sheep) [adj] 

RANKISH AHIKNRS somewhat rank [adj] 

RASPISH AHIPRSS irritable [adj] 

RATFISH AFHIRST marine fish [n -ES] 

RATTISH AHIRSTT ratlike (resembling rat) [adj] 

REDDISH DDEHIRS somewhat red [adj] 

REDFISH DEFHIRS edible rockfish [n -ES] 

REFRESH EEFHRRS to restore well-being and vigor of [v -ED, -ING, -ES] 

ROGUISH GHIORSU dishonest [adj] 

ROMPISH HIMOPRS inclined to romp [adj] 

RUBBISH BBHIRSU to reject as worthless [v -ED, -ING, -ES] 

RUNTISH HINRSTU RUNT, small person or animal [adj] 

RUTTISH HIRSTTU lustful (marked by excessive sexual desire) [adj] 

SADDISH ADDHISS somewhat sad [adj] 

SALTISH AHILSST somewhat salty [adj] 

SAWFISH AFHISSW marine fish [n -S] 

SELFISH EFHILSS concerned chiefly or only with oneself [adj] 

SERFISH EFHIRSS characteristic of serf [adj] 

SICKISH CHIIKSS somewhat sick [adj] 

SLAVISH AHILSSV pertaining to or characteristic of slave [adj] 

SLOWISH HILOSSW somewhat slow [adj] 

SNAKISH AHIKNSS resembling snake [adj] 

SOFTISH FHIOSST somewhat soft [adj] 

SOONISH HINOOSS SOON, in near future [adj] 

SOTTISH HIOSSTT resembling sot (habitual drunkard) [adj] 

SOURISH HIORSSU somewhat sour [adj] 

SQUOOSH HOOQSSU to squash (to press into pulp or flat mass) [v -ED, -ING, -ES] 

STONISH HINOSST to astonish (to fill with sudden wonder or surprise) [v -ED, -ING, -ES] 

STYLISH HILSSTY fashionable [adj]  

SUNFISH FHINSSU marine fish [n -ES] 

SWINISH HIINSSW resembling or befitting pig [adj] 

TALLISH AHILLST somewhat tall [adj] 

TANNISH AHINNST somewhat tan [adj] 

TARBUSH ABHRSTU tarboosh (cap worn by Muslim men) [n -ES] 

TARNISH AHINRST to dull luster of [v -ED, -ING, -ES] 

TARTISH AHIRSTT somewhat tart [adj] 

TIGRISH GHIIRST tigerish (resembling tiger (large feline mammal)) [adj] 

TOADISH ADHIOST resembling toad (tailless, jumping amphibian) [adj] 

TONNISH HINNOST tonish (stylish (fashionable)) [adj] 

TOWNISH HINOSTW characteristic of town [adj] 

TUNDISH DHINSTU receptacle for molten metal [n -ES] 

UNLEASH AEHLNSU to free from leash [v -ED, -ING, -ES] 

VAGUISH AGHISUV VAGUE, not clearly expressed or understood [adj] 

VAMPISH AHIMPSV seductive [adj] 

VARNISH AHINRSV to give glossy appearance to [v -ED, -ING, -ES] 
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VOGUISH GHIOSUV fashionable [adj] 

WAGGISH AGGHISW playfully humorous [adj] 

WAIFISH AFHIISW waiflike (resembling waif (homeless child)) [adj] 

WAMPISH AHIMPSW to throw about [v -ED, -ING, -ES] 

WARMISH AHIMRSW somewhat warm [adj] 

WASPISH AHIPSSW WASP, stinging insect [adj] 

WEAKISH AEHIKSW somewhat weak [adj] 

WEARISH AEHIRSW tasteless [adj] 

WENNISH EHINNSW wenny (resembling wen (benign tumor of skin)) [adj] 

WETTISH EHISTTW somewhat wet [adj] 

WHEYISH EHHISWY WHEY, watery part of milk [adj] 

WHITISH HHIISTW somewhat white [adj] 

WHORISH HHIORSW lewd (obscene (indecent (not decent))) [adj] 

WILDISH DHIILSW somewhat wild [adj] 

WIMPISH HIIMPSW wimpy (weak, ineffectual) [adj] 

WISPISH HIIPSSW wispy (resembling wisp) [adj] 

WOLFISH FHILOSW wolflike (resembling wolf (carnivorous mammal)) [adj] 

WONKISH HIKNOSW WONK, overly studious student [adj] 

WORMISH HIMORSW wormlike (resembling worm) [adj] 

YOBBISH BBHIOSY characteristic of yob [adj] 

ZANYISH AHINSYZ somewhat zany [adj] 

 


